
Projekt Space Hinter den Vögeln presents
L’ Espace Féminin: Conversations
31.10.15, 3.30 - 6.30 pm

How do women change our cities?  The architectural project L’ESPACE FÉMININ brings together 
female spatial practitioners from Paris and Berlin and introduces their innovative strategies. In the 
series CONVERSATIONS, architects, urbanists and curators present their projects, approaches and 
influences. On October 31st Merril Sinéus and Fee Kyriakopoulos will converse about cooperative 
strategies and Marie Alléaume will discuss new protocols in and for public space with Gilly Karjevsky 
and Joanne Pouzenc. 

3.30 pm Conversation I: Merril Sinéus - Fee Kyriakopoulos
Moderation: Christina Landbrecht

Paris-based architect Merril Sinéus fights for the reintegration of socially weak inhabitants into urban 
space. As a member of the interdisciplinary collective PEROU she works on simple and cost-effective 
architectural solutions for the accommodation of refugees, homeless people or Romanies, for example. 
As “urbaniste-in-residence”, Sinéus examined Soldiner Kiez, the precarious neighbourhood of the 
project space Hinter den Vögeln. 

Berlin-based architect Fee Kyriakopoulos specialises in the re-formatting of existing building structures 
in their initial phases as well as in the active participation of children and teenagers in institutional 
planning processes, as seen in the Ernst Reuter School in Berlin Wedding. She is interested in the so-
called Fuzzy Logic: her solutions result in heterogeneous urban spaces, which enable appropriation of 
various types of population instead of segregation. In 2012 she founded KIM Architektur und Urbanistik 
with Sarah Michels. Since 2014 Kyriapopoulos has also run the Raumfinder project alongside artists 
Doris Weinberger and Birte Endrejat.

5 pm Conversation II: Gilly Karjevsky - Marie Alléaume - Joanne Pouzenc
Moderation: Rosario Talevi

Parisian urbanist Marie Alléaume founded the urban design studio GRUE in 2013 alongside Nathanaëlle 
Baës-Cantillon. Based in Paris and Brussels, the studio develops strategies for a collaborative 
and inclusive urban space. At the moment, GRUE is conceiving a research study about the useful 
repurposing of a central street in Genk (BE) with landscape architects RRaguccia. Working with design 
studio Talking Things, they are planning the activation of Brussel’s Jean Rey Square. GRUE envisions 
an urban space that includes poetry and the symbolic; the analyses of the given physical and cultural 
conditions play a decisive role. 

Gilly Karjevski is a cultural planner and curator working on projects in the public realm. She has led 
projects, workshops, panels and research papers, which all look at different strategies and tactics 
for urban renewal through arts and culture. Recently Gilly has been working on policy papers for 
municipalities, municipal artist-residency projects and as advisor to various independent art groups. 
She is the co-director of 72 hours-urban action, the world’s first real-time architecture competition.

Joanne Pouzenc is an independent architect  and curator.  In 2011 she co-founded of CollageLab, a 
transdisciplinary collective for prospective thinking. In 2014 she coordinated and curated Berlin 
Unlimited, the first transdisciplinary festival about arts, architecture and urban planning, drawing from 
multiple points of view and formats a contemporary vision of the city of Berlin through the observation 
of its limits and their evolution. This year she will initiate the first Atelier d’Architecture Itinérant.

All talks will be held in English. . To register, email: contact@nicheberlin.de. Admission free.

A Project by Niche Berlin (Nele Heinevetter, Stefanie Gerke & Katharina Beckmann) together with 
Christina Landbrecht, Valerie Chartrain & Rosario Talevi. 
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